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P R E S E N T A T I O N

Operator

Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for standing by and welcome to the Q4 KongZhong Corp. Earnings Conference Call. At this time, all participants
are in a listen-only mode. After management's prepared remarks, there will be a question-and-answer session. Please note that today's conference
call is being recorded.

I'd now like to hand the conference over to Mr. Jay Chang, Chief Financial Officer of the Company. Thank you, Mr. Chang. Please go ahead.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Thank you, operator. This conference call may contain forward-looking statements. Although such statements are based on our own information
and information from other sources we believe to be reliable, you should not place undue reliance on them. For additional discussions of risks and
uncertainties relating to forward-looking statements and other factors please see the documents we file from time-to-time with the Securities and
Exchange Commission. We assume no obligation to update any forward-looking statements which apply only as of the date of this conference
call. Thank you for your continued interest in KongZhong.

I will first review our financial results before handing over the call to our CEO, Mr. Wang Leilei. For the full-year of 2014 total revenues were USD228
million of which Internet Game revenues were USD118 million compared to USD94 million in 2013 representing 26% year-over-year growth. Mobile
Game revenues were USD45 million compared to USD17 million in 2013, representing a 166% year-over-year growth. And WVAS revenues were
USD64.5 million compared to USD63 million in 2013 representing 2.4% year-over-year growth.

Non-GAAP net income was USD30 million in 2014, compared to USD29 million in 2013, representing 3.6% year-over-year growth. For the period
of 2009 to 2014, over the past six years, the company has generated a USD175 million in cumulative non-GAAP net profits.

Now turning to our fourth quarter results. For the fourth quarter, total revenues increased 3.4% from the third quarter and increased 43.5% from
the same period last year to USD61.64 million exceeding our prior guidance range of USD59 million to USD60 million.

Total gross profit was $26.7 million and increased 11.9% from the third quarter and 22.8% from the same period last year also exceeding the
guidance range prior guidance range of USD24 million to USD25 million.

Net income was USD9 million or USD0.19 per ADS in line with our guidance range of USD9 million to USD10 million and non-GAAP net income
was USD10.05 million or USD0.22 per ADS also in line with our prior guidance range of USD10 million to USD11 million.
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As of December 31, 2014, the company had a USD188.2 million in cash and cash equivalents, term deposits, held-to-maturity securities,
available-for-sale securities, restricted cash or $4.06 per ADS in cash and cash equivalents, term deposits, held-to-maturity securities, available-for-sale
securities and restricted cash or USD4.06 per ADS in cash and cash equivalents. Net of a USD42.4 million short-term bank loan use to obtain U.S.
dollars to fund the one-time special dividend we distributed in October of 2014.

However, please note that the mark-to-market value of the company's strategic stake in Ourgame listed in Hong Kong was priced as of December
31, 2014 at HK$2.64 per share; ordinary share or aggregate value of USD20 million compared to the yesterday's closing price or March 10 closing
price of HK$3.59 per share or an aggregate price of USD27.2 million.

Now turning to our business lines. Internet Game revenues were USD29.45 million in the fourth quarter, an increase of 20% from the same period
of last year, but 8.4% quarter-over-quarter decline. As all the World of Tanks continue to demonstrate stable performance, user activity and purchases
in Guild Wars 2 and World of Warplanes declined. We expect performance and revenue performance and player purchases in Guild Wars 2 to remain
moderated until the release of the upcoming expansion pack.

Total Mobile Game revenues were USD15.18 million, a 34.5% increase from the third quarter and a 210% increase from the same period of last year.
The strong increase in our Mobile Game revenues was due to the release of self-developed and licensed games on the iOS and Android smartphone
platforms in the Chinese domestic market.

WVAS revenues were USD17.01 million, a 5% increase from the third quarter of 2014 and a 25.5% increase from the same period last year.

Total operating expenses in the fourth quarter were USD19.4 million compared to USD21 million in the third quarter which represented relatively
stable product development and marketing costs from 3Q.

G&A expenses in the fourth quarter were USD4.24 million compared to USD2.5 million in the third quarter and the increase in G&A was mainly due
to an increase in consulting fees related to our recent strategic investments in Ourgame and Forgame, some minor bad debt allocations from our
WVAS business and a minor increase in office expenses in the fourth quarter.

Now, I would like to turn over to our business outlook for the first quarter of 2015. Our first quarter '15 guidance reflects a number of factors including
no new Mobile Game product releases in the first quarter and normalization in revenues from our existing Mobile Games under operation. However,
we do expect to significantly increased new Mobile Game launches in the second quarter and third quarter of this year with further updates to
existing games also coming in the second quarter.

In addition revenues from the amortization of CD-Key sales since the open beta of Guild Wars 2 in May of last year were fully recognized by the
end of fourth quarter. In addition, there are seasonal impacts to our WVAS business around the March, we expect in the March consumer day in
China and there is a slight impact from foreign currency impacts from the Renminbi U.S. dollar exchange rate in the first quarter compared to the
fourth quarter.

As a result of these factors and others, our guidance for the first quarter of 2015 is total revenues of USD46 million to USD47 million, gross profit
of USD17 million to USD18 million, net profit of around USD4 million and non-GAAP net profit of around USD5 million.

Now, I would like to hand the call over to our CEO Mr. Wang Leilei.

Leilei Wang - KongZhong Corporation - Chairman and CEO

Thanks, Jay, and thanks for your continued interest in KongZhong. As can been seen in the business highlights section of our earnings release
KongZhong is developing our robust portfolio of Internet and the Mobile Games to drive the growth of the company in the future.
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To date, we have demonstrated of stable on the growing Internet Games business driven by our flagship or War Saga Game, World of Tanks which
we also celebrate its fourth anniversary operation in China and where we have gross revenues in our Internet Games business only from USD17
million in 2010 to USD119 million of Internet Games revenues in 2014.

ArenaNet, our producer partner recently announced the first expansion for the Guild Wars 2, Hearts of Thorns, we have core of stable user base of
Guild Wars 2 player in China with over 1 million CD-Key sold and we expect to work closely with our ArenaNet to begin beta testing for expansion
in China in the near future with the potential to reactivate many of the lapsed Guild Wars 2 players in China.

Moreover in the second quarter of 2015, we will begin beta testing many of our future Internet Games is including World of Warships the third
game in the War Saga period; Auto Club Revolution and car racing game; Blitzkrieg 3, a real-time strategy game for PC. World of Tanks General is
a web game; and the newly licensed game Chronicles of Dragon Wing.

In Mobile Games while we had a slight delay in new Mobile Game launches in the first quarter this year. We now have slate of near 10 games set
for release in the second quarter and the third quarter period from just around five in our operation currently. With our team internally developing
or licensing another 10 or more Mobile Games for the second half of the 2015 and the 2016 time period.

I wish our Mobile Games business to see strong growth in the second quarter period on the back of a number of self-developed and the newly
licensed games, which are highlighted in our earnings release. I remain confident in our execution ability and I believe Ourgame pipeline remains
robust with a significant growth potential this year and next year.

Operator, I would like to open the call to questions.

Q U E S T I O N S  A N D  A N S W E R S

Operator

Certainly. Ladies and gentlemen we will now begin the question-and-answer session. (Operator Instructions)

Our first question comes from the line of Nick Ning from 86Research. Please ask your questions.

Nick Ning - 86Research Ltd. - Analyst

Hi. Thanks for taking my questions. So I guess Q1 revenue declined mainly due to Mobile Games and WVAS, so just curious how about the trends
of World of Tanks in Q1 and what is our expectation for this game for 2015 and next year?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Yes, that estimate is roughly correct, WVAS we see being down quite a bit in 1Q, some seasonal factors there. Mobile Games obviously given we
haven't launched any new games, but we also see Guild Wars 2 as well as World of Warplanes down sequentially in 1Q compared to 4Q. World of
Tanks is very stable and actually has potential to increase in 1Q given some of the activities we are developing around the fourth anniversary.

Nick Ning - 86Research Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, that's very helpful. So given all these new games being pushed out to second quarter and Q1 being weak, do we expect our revenues and
profit for the whole year 2015 to be meaningfully higher than 2014?
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Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

You know in the game business as you know it's tough to forecast too long until you have a game under testing and operation and you've seen
some numbers under your belt. But I think the slate that we have now both in PC Games especially I think with the expansion announced and
features kind of being talked about which we have potential to address some of the retention issues we've seen in China for Guild Wars 2, World
of Warships and all the other PC Games plus we've been quite aggressive in building a -- tripling, quadrupling Ourgame portfolio, smartphone
games, we think there is strong potential to grow sequentially year-over-year this year, but it will ultimately depend on testing and execution in
the 2Q, 3Q period.

Nick Ning - 86Research Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, thank you. And my next question is how do we see the competitive landscape for Mobile Games this year versus 2014, is this getting tougher
or we are more confident than before on how to play this market?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Yes, it's a definitely competitive market. I think from our standpoint, a lot of the big platforms now are -- seem to be very, very selective in terms
of they only want to get the next RMB100 million per month game and that's leaving a really pretty big gap and very high quality developers who
need a publisher to try to get onto the platforms and a lot of the games we licensed especially the China studios that are talked about in our release,
our games which are the same quality as Legends of Dota, but because they don't have the IP or they don't have -- they're from exactly one of the
big Tier 1 PC game companies, they don't have a publisher. So we think that works to some advantage to us and we hope that we can take some
of these games and deliver them to users in a scalable way in 2Q, 3Q.

And you know as I mentioned in our press release, some of these games from the Chinese producers as well as from Korea are very high quality,
just they don't have the name brand recognition with some of the big platforms although with KongZhong does, so working with them to bring
those games to market.

Nick Ning - 86Research Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, thank you. My last question is what kind of strategic growth do we expect to achieve from our investments in Forgame and has PC made an
improvement on that growth? And relative to that is going forward, what would be the major use with our cash, is it mainly for further strategic
investments in other game companies? Thank you.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

The Forgame investment is primarily financial but there is a lot of synergies between their Mobile Game and IP portfolio as well as web game
distribution between our Mobile Game business and PC business. But we are still in early development in terms of anything that would come out
materially from that investment. And the investment just closed about a month ago, so I think we are still early on that, but we have a six-month
lock up. We believe the company is basically trading at cash similar to us, but they could have a very strong turnaround. They released Mobile
Games also to the market.

In terms of our balance sheet, we have been generating a lot of cash over the past six years, we've done buybacks and we've distributed cash and
dividends, so we would continue to look to do that as well as look at strategic investments. So I think we believe all types of value enhancing
activities as they come to the company, which we've done in the past.
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Nick Ning - 86Research Ltd. - Analyst

Okay, that's all my question. Thank you.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Thank you, Nick.

Operator

Our next question comes from the line of Jun Zhang from Rosenblatt Securities. Please ask your question.

Jun Zhang - Rosenblatt Securities Inc. - Analyst

Yes, hi, Jay and Lei, thanks for taking my question. So, yes, my first question is you are -- your Q1 is a little kind of below the seasonal trend and just
want to get more color on that going forward, the Mobile Games and the WVAS, what's the trend into the Q2 and the second half?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

So for Internet Games in the near term, I think we see things fairly stable from the 1Q levels going forward until we have more testing data from
the many games that we're going to start beta testing in 2Q, and then also Guild Wars 2 expansion beta testing, but that's still being discussed in
terms of timing of that. In Mobile Games, as we talked on the call, we -- given, we have a pretty significant pipeline of mobile games coming to
market in 2Q, we hope that we can significantly grow Mobile Games and that 1Q is a low point for our Mobile Game business this year. And WVAS,
we also see it as more of a low point for the rest of the year, but we don't see it turning to any significant growth, we see it -- still as we mentioned
before, relatively stable hopefully going forward from here, but 1Q we hope -- kind of being kind of the low point.

Jun Zhang - Rosenblatt Securities Inc. - Analyst

Okay. Then what's your trajectory on the operating expenses, because last year, we were seeing a big ramp of marketing sales cost last year to
promote some of the new games, is that going to happen again or you plan to spend less [process] than last year?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Right now, the plan is to spend less aggressively, unless we see a really amazing data from our closed beta tests.

Jun Zhang - Rosenblatt Securities Inc. - Analyst

Okay. Then my last question is about -- you are talking about, you are trying to be more of mobile game publisher instead of developer this year,
so is that true or the - so basically you are going to buy more Mobile Games instead of develop it in-house? Could you give us (multiple speakers)
--

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Yes, I think in terms of volume, you'll see a lot more licensed games distributed in China through KongZhong. That said, our mobile game development
team is very stable in terms of the headcount and the pipeline we are working on. So we haven't changed our strategy in terms or our focus or our
resources to self-developed games, but given the performance of our business over the last year and the opportunities we are seeing in terms of
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smaller, but very high quality studios wanting to try to get to market, but now needing a distribution partner even for Chinese studios, we wanted
to diversify and build out that part of our business.

Jun Zhang - Rosenblatt Securities Inc. - Analyst

Okay. So lastly, for publishing business, do you have kind of a little bit lower margin, gross margin than your own developed Mobile Games, is that
right?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Yes, in general because of the revenue share, but we don't have those fixed costs obviously for the headcount, so depending on -- but at a scale,
yes, the self-developed games would have higher margins than a licensed game.

Jun Zhang - Rosenblatt Securities Inc. - Analyst

Okay, thanks. That's all my questions.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Okay, thank you. Thank you, Jun.

Operator

Our next question comes from the line Ryan Roberts from China Stock Research. Please ask your question.

Ryan Roberts - China Stock Research - Analyst

Hi, good morning and thanks for taking my question. I had a quick question on follow-up on the Forgame, I think it sounded earlier like that was
more of a strategic investment. I wanted something like -- get some clarity on that, is that more of a financial move or is that more strategic in terms
of what that could do for us down the line?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

I would say it's more financial than strategic.

Ryan Roberts - China Stock Research - Analyst

Okay, got you. And then if I could just ask a quick question on the WVAS business, it looks like that's been -- obviously that's been seeing some
pressure over the past couple of years and I just kind of wanted to get a sense of how management is looking at that business kind of going forward
and how that kind of fits in the entire longer term view?
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Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Well the business when we all came to the company about six years ago that was the main part of the business and we have been managing
through obviously the secular decline of WVAS in the marketplace, but I think if you look at the performance over the past year or so, it's more
relatively stable than it has been in prior years.

The business for us is still cash flow positive and there is -- it's a strong distribution channel for our Mobile Game business in terms of working with
operators and looking at -- on a local basis. So it's a business that we'll continue to do, we'll continue to manage on a cash flow basis and we see
being around for many years from today still, but it's not the priority in terms of where we see growth in the business which is Mobile Games and
Internet Games.

Ryan Roberts - China Stock Research - Analyst

Right, okay, thanks. I appreciate that and your update in this, that's all my questions.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Okay, thank you, Ryan.

Operator

(Operator Instructions) Our next question comes from the line of [Alexander Cross] from [Kreos] Capital. Please ask your question.

Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Hi, thank you for taking my call and answering my questions. I'm looking over some of the data and I have a question about the cash and cash
equivalents number for December 31, on the sheet it says USD188 million and I'm looking down the page and adding it up from the assets and
I'm getting something larger than that. I'm wondering if you are subtracting anything out of that?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Yes, so if you look at our press release, I'm subtracting out the loan we took out to fund the dividend, because we have to repay that obviously. So
I don't want to overstate our cash on our balance sheet.

Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Okay. I also like to ask the purpose of the one-time dividend and if there are any future plans to make a lower amount more steady dividend?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Currently not, but we're always looking at the performance of our business, the health of our business, the outlook of our business. And as I
mentioned in the past, we've done buybacks, we've returned significant amounts of capital to shareholder, I believe over USD100 million over the
past six years, so we'll continue to look at that but I think the focus for us to develop a much broader portfolio of PC Games and Mobile Games first
at a much higher level of hopefully cash flow and earnings and growth and then the Board will consider additional return of capital to investors,
which we've done in the past.
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Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Okay, thank you. Just one final question and I know [I always] have asked about Forgames, but I'm a little more curious if you see a short-term
turnaround with their company or if you see something more distant maybe five years down the [realm] or a turnaround?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

We see something more near-term than five years.

Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Okay, is there anything you base this on?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

I'd say we see something more near-term than five years.

Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Okay, I'm just wondering if you could give me an inkling as to why you think this?

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

With the company is going through a transition, it's come off quite a bit since its IPO, it trades relative to those cash balance, as market [cap] those
cash, it's fairly close and they actually have also quite robust portfolio of Mobile Games coming to market and we believe with their CEO increasing
his stake in the company, it should be a signal that things could turn around.

Alexander Cross - Kreos Capital - Analyst

Okay, all right, well thank you very much.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Thank you.

Operator

I would now like to hand the conference back to management for any closing remarks.

Jay K Chang - KongZhong Corporation - CFO

Thank you for your continued interest in KongZhong and we look forward to speaking to you in the near future. Take care. Thank you.
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Operator

Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, that does conclude our conference for today. Thank you so much for your attendance. You may all disconnect.
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